A computer aided design (C.A.D.) tool is presented here. Specifying a geometrical description (Bonnel 111), TIS3D software allows both simple and sophisticated textile structures to be rebuilt. It also aims at pre-processing work for a subsequent mechanical analysis. Fabric composites unit-cells (fibers + matrix) are regarded as a three-dimensional aggregate of sub-cells on which we apply stress-strain laws. The first elements to validate the method are provided by the comparison between experimental and analytical results obtained on a woven fabric composite.
INTRODUCTION
The potentialities of woven, non-woven, knitted or braided fabrics used as reinforcements for polymermatrix composites are on the increase. Currently their use within laminates in the aerospatial and shipbuilding fields, or as soft membranes and repairing elements in the civil engineering area is routine. However, we are not making the most of the multifunctional character of those materials, perfectly adapted to the structural elements concept. The geometrical modeling reinforcement step, connecting the composite's concept with its realization, is often neglected. Contrary to the results for multi-layers (Vercheiy, /14/), it remains very difficult to optimize the arrangement of yarns within a textile structure in order to obtain the correct properties. For this reason the choice of a suitable method allowing the prediction of the mechanical behavior of such materials appears to be necessary. An analytical or numerical model of the behavior of the textile reinforced composite material requires knowledge and above all understanding of their microstructure. However, the textile architecture is very complex, and there are a large number of parameters that control the mechanical properties of those materials.
Concerning the geometrical model, the models proposed by authors are simplified. The specific details of these models vary, but we can generally classify them into three categories. The composite is considered as:
• homogeneous anisotropic and described by the generalized Hooke's law, • an assembly of homogeneous elements. The material response is determined by the response of the assembled structure, • heterogeneous. Hie yarns and surrounding matrix materials are treated as distinct entities.
The first models dedicated to the prediction of textile reinforced composites elastic properties date from the early 70s. According to Gowayed /4/, the very first analytical model dates from 1973 with Tarnopol'skii's Modified Matrix Method. In order to improve the geometrical definition, other models were developed and proposed by Kregers 191, Ishikawa /5,6/, Chou /3/, Whitney /15/ and more recently by Naik /13/.
In parallel to these models which used analytical techniques, numerical methods were developed thanks to the booming computer power. The contributions of Ko ΠΙ, Lei /10/ and Maekawa /12/ are the most noticeable. If the numerical techniques have the advantage of relating the external forces to the internal displacements, they are, however, hard to implement, very sensitive to geometric distortions and become inadequate as far as Vol. 7, No. 4, 1998 From Geometrical Description to Mechanical Prediction-Application to Woven Fabric Composites the modeling of structures with sophisticated morphology is concerned. With regard to the advantages of both these techniques, we estimate that an accurate model for the prediction of elastic properties can be chosen taking several factors into consideration; these include:
• ease of use, • sensitivity to geometrical and mechanical parameters, • compatibility with full scale structural analysis.
We can find these three features in some models, but they are limited to a certain kind of textile architecture. This is partly due to their morphological intricacy. Even in the simplest cases, such as woven fabric composites, the geometrical modeling step is often neglected. The TIS 3D software allows this problem to be resolved and an analytical study of the composite elastic properties to be prepared. brought together, represent the whole material. As far as this geometrical modeling is concerned, the software possibilities are various. It allows, among other things, the generation of volumes, representing the structure to model. Since it behaves as a C.A.D. tool, most of the basic features of this kind of program are included in this software (change of viewpoint, zoom, hidden parts, etc.). A second step permits the automatic exploitation of the geometry for the study by finite elements methods or simplified analytical models.
Yarn modeling
The yam geometry is completely described by its path and its basis (Fig. 1) . The basis is limited by a closed bound included on the normal plan to the path. The shapes that give a better description of the yarn sections are the ellipse and the lenticular contour. The path describes the positions of a basic point by a paramedical equation.
TIS 3D SOFTWARE

Geometrical modeling
The graphical techniques implicated in computer aided design tools find an appropriate field of applications in the description of textile composites. In a sophisticated representation we can find a substantial amount of information.
Within a composite, a reorganization of the reinforcement yarns is often induced by the manufacturing process. The reinforcement is then no longer perfectly arranged and can present local distortions. An efficient tool should thus permit the most accurate modeling of the composite reinforcement (yarn morphology and geometry) in order to rebuild the unit-cells.
Presentation ofTIS3D Software
TIS3D is a 2 Mbytes program working under Windows 95™ and possessing all its specific functions (scrolling menus, message boxes, printing, files management, etc.).
Initially the software acts as an assistant to the morphological description of the composite reinforcement in order to reconstitute the unit-cells, that, when Thus the yarn is described by the equation of its bounding surface (Eqn. 1).
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where functions of (Xip(u), X2P (u), X 3P )) and (Xi B (v), X2B (ν), (X3B» respectively represent the path and basis paramedical equations.
Unit-cell modeling
The next step consists in studying the relative disposition of the yarns. The solving of the crossing areas problem along the three spatial directions makes it possible to build unit-cells of most of the textile reinforcements. In principle, the number of arrangements between two or many yarns is unlimited. However, there are some very simple cases that permit the rebuilding of woven-fabric composite elementary cells.
From a few geometrical parameters (Fig. 2) , it is possible to obtain a geometry with complex appearance and, as a consequence, to consider parametrical studies.
Elastic properties prediction of textile architecture -Application to woven-fabric composites
After the geometrical conception step of one or several composite unit cells, a second step proposes their automatic exploitation for the study by the finite elements method or by analytical models derived from decomposition functions. 
Numerical exploitation of the geometrical modeling
From the unit-cell morphological description, TIS3D carries out an automatic meshing of yarns and of the surrounding matrix through Boolean operations. Thus, the unit-cell is exploited by an internal finite elements module (Fig. 3) . For most simple geometry, the numerical exploitation is quite satisfactory and gives exact solutions similar to those obtained by commercial finite elements programs. Even though the numerical method seems to be good, we find some difficulties as far as the automatic meshing of textile architecture with complex geometry is concerned Moreover, the necessity of refining the crossing area meshing (whose number increases with the geometrical intricacy) induces too high computation times. First with the aim of reducing the calculation times and above all of developing a model which will enable us to carry out complex morphology textile reinforcements, an analytical approach is proposed.
Analytical exploitation of the geometrical modeling
The proposed analytical method consists of subdividing the unit-cell into regular volume sub-cells. Thus, the unit-cell is regarded as a three-dimensional aggregate of sub-cells, each sub-cell possessing the elastic properties of a reinforced composite in which the fibers are continuous and fully aligned (Fig. 4) . Hence Vol. 7, No. 4, 1998 From Geometrical Description to Mechanical Prediction-Application to Woven Fabric Composites 3a 3b 3c Fig. 3 : Steps of the automatic meshing. 3a) yarn meshing, 3b) matrix meshing (by boolean calculations), 3c) whole meshed unit-cell. we need to know the volume fraction and the material orientation of the fiber within each sub-cell.
Volume fraction of fiber in a sub-cell:
If we consider V fl as the fiber volume fraction in a single yarn, the fiber ratio of a sub-cell can be expressed asinEqn (2), V fsub =^-xV fl (2) where N n is the number of nodes of a sub-cell included in a yarn volume (Fig. 5) . For a well-packed yarn, V fl usually ranges between 0.78 and 0.91 respectively for hexagonal and square packing arrangements of fibers in the yarn. As we know the fiber volume fraction in the yarns Vfl and the volume of those yarns, we just have to give the global volume fiaction of fiber V fg in the unit-cell to infer the matrix thickness between the plies.
Determination of the material orientation within a sub-cell
For each sub-cell, we consider the shortest distance between its own center and the yarn path Then the Sub-cell volume normal vector to this distance, parallel to the path, describes the material orientation which is completely defined by the angle θ (interior angle) and the angle φ (azimuthal angle) (Fig. 4). 
Explanation of the analytical method
The sequence used to derive the global stiffness or compliance matrix can be divided into the following steps:
• definition of the elastic properties for a unidirectional rod by a micro-mechanics approach using the expression V6ub as a fiber volume for each sub-cell, n2=-sincp (6) η =cos(p The compliance matrix of the sub-cell in the {Χ,Υ,Ζ} coordinate system is then expressed by Eqn. (7),
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For instance, we can express the compliance matrix term (Syyyy)o as in Equation (8) 
where N x , N y , N z describe the subdivision numbers respectively along the Χ, Y and Ζ axis. represents the stiffness matrix of the sub-cell defined by the (p,r) coordinates with the (X,Z) plan for the given q along the Y-direction.
Similar expressions can be derived to express the compliance matrix terms (Shaaodo and (Szsxta respectively by replacing the subscripts X by Y (p by q) and Ζ by Y (r by q). The compliance matrix terms (Sxxyy)o, (SxxaDo, (Syyjo can also be expressed by a similar approach For instance the expression of (Sxxyyfo is given by Eqn. (9),
xxyy Concerning the shear moduli, simulations show that an iso-phase assembly is accurate. We assume that the sub-cells are subjected to an iso-strain field So for instance, (Cyzyz)o can be expressed as in Eqn. -[cr/ (10) (Cxyxy)o and (C^χζ)ο are obtained by using the same kind of expression as that given in Equation (10) .
Finally, we can write the unit cell moduli and Poisson ratios (Eqa 11), Table 1 shows the results given by the experiments, by a numerical approach (L6n0 /ll/) and by our analytical model. We can see that the results obtained by the present model are quite acceptable. Indeed, the difference from the exact solution does not exceed 8% (in brackets) as for the moduli. However, we must be cautious as far as the Poisson ratios are concerned (60% for Vyz, 11.6% for Vy*). We can conclude that we have to reconsider the validity of Eqn. (9) . Similar considerations have been made for a satin woven-fabric composite. The results confirm that the moduli predictions are acceptable. However, the discrepancies observed for the Poisson ratios are lower (about 22% for v^, and 10% for Vy*).
CONCLUSIONS
The validation of the analytical model is supplied by experiments made on woven fabric composite. Here we present only the case of a balanced plain-woven fabric.
TIS3D software has proved to be a highperformance modeling tool for woven composites. Its capacity to rebuild more or less complex unit-cells is perfectly adapted to parametrical studies (Bigaud Hi) . It proposes two ways of predicting the elastic properties of textile-reinforced composites. The numerical way (finite elements method) can best be applied to a simple morphology. The analytical way is preferred for a more sophisticated geometry. This analytical model is validated in the case of woven composites. In the future, we should use this model for three-dimensional textile reinforcement (see Fig. 6 ) and apply it to failure criteria by the exploitation of aggregated sub-cell tensors. 0.260 (60%) 0.348(i:%) Fig. 6 : Fabric composites generated by TIS3D. From left to right, top to bottom: a "5D" fabric, a three-yarn-braided fabric, elements of knitted fabric, a satin-woven fabric.
